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A THEORY OF ELEMENTARY HIGHER TOPOSES
NIMA RASEKH
Abstract. We define an elementary higher topos that simultaneously generalizes an elementary
topos and higher topos. Then we show it satisfies classical topos theoretic properties, such being
locally Cartesian closed and descent. Finally we show we can classify univalent maps in an
elementary higher topos.
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Introduction
0.1 Motivation. In [MM92, Subsection VI.10] McLane and Moerdijk state the following result:
Every elementary topos that is generated by the final object, has a natural number
object and satisfies the axiom of choice gives us a model of restricted Zermelo set
theory with the axiom of choice.
An elementary topos is a locally Cartesian closed category with subobject classifier (Definition
1.41) and thus can be defined completely independent of any axiomatization of the theory of sets.
For one such axiomatization see [MM92, Subsection IV.1]. On the other hand restricted Zermelo
set theory with the axiom of choice is one possible axiomatization of set theory. For the list of
axioms see [MM92, Page 332]. Thus the result can be summarized by saying that we can deduce
results in set theory by using category theory.
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The benefit of such results is not just theoretical. Knowing that each such category gives us a
model for set theory gives us an efficient way to construct models with very different behaviors.
For example, we can use this result to construct a model of set theory that does not satisfy the
continuum hypothesis that is independent of the forcing method used in the original proof. For
more details see [MM92, Subsection VI.2].
In the world of homotopy theory, the correct analogue to a set is a space and the correct analogue
to a category is a (∞, 1)-category, which is often also called a higher category. The higher categorical
analogue to the results above would be the existence a class of higher categories that would allow
us to study and prove familiar results about spaces that have been proven using algebraic topology.
Such a higher category should be called an elementary higher topos.
The goal of this work is to present a definition of an elementary higher topos and give some
evidence why this definition is a suitable candidate, by showing its various connections to spaces
and elementary toposes.
0.2 Main Results. The main result is the definition of an elementary higher topos.
Definition 0.1 (Definition 3.5). A higher category E is an elementary higher topos (EHT) if it
satisfies following conditions:
(1) It has finite limits and colimits.
(2) It has a subobject classifier Ω.
(3) For every map f there exists a closed class of morphisms S that includes f and is classified
by a CSU US• .
Then we prove following results about an elementary higher topos.
Theorem 0.2. Let E be an elementary higher topos.
(1) For any object c the over-category E/c is also an elementary higher topos (Theorem 3.10).
(2) E is locally Cartesian closed (Theorem 3.11).
(3) E satisfies descent (Theorem 3.21).
Moreover, we have following connections to other notions of topos.
Proposition 0.3 (Proposition 3.22). A presentable higher category X is a higher topos if and only
if it is an elementary higher topos.
Proposition 0.4 (Proposition 3.23). The zero truncation τ≤0(E) of every elementary higher topos
E is an elementary topos.
Finally, we can also classify univalent universes in an elementary higher topos.
Theorem 0.5 (Theorem 3.29). A map f : x → y is univalent if and only if the classifying map
χf : y → U is mono.
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0.3 Outline. In the first section we review the history of topos theory. In particular, we review
Grothendieck toposes, elementary toposes and finally higher toposes and discuss some of the main
results that have been proven about toposes.
In the second section we review some of the important theorems about Cartesian fibrations and
complete Segal objects we need later on.
In the third section we define an elementary higher topos and prove the results stated in the
previous subsection.
In the final section we summarize some of those results and then also point to some future
projects about elementary higher toposes.
0.4 Background. The review material is fairly self-explanatory, however, for the most of the
proofs we reference [MM92] and [Lu09]. Throughout we use the theory of higher categories and
so a basic understanding of the theory of higher categories is necessary. As a sample reference
see [Ra18a]. For the more technical higher categorical proofs we will reference [Ra17a], [Ra17b],
[Ra18b].
0.5 Acknowledgements. I want to thank my advisor Charles Rezk for his helpful comments.
I also want to thank Mike Shulman for many fruitful conversations that led to the material in
Subsection 3.7.
History of Topos Theory
Topos theory was developed by Bourbaki in order to further the study of algebro-geometric
objects and became known as Grothendieck topos theory. Later it was generalized to a theory of
elementary toposes to suit the purposes of categorical logic. It was also generalized to a higher
topos to work in a homotopical context. The goal of this section is to review these three concepts
to motivate the next section.
1.1 Grothendieck Topos Theory. Topos theory was first introduced to give a categorical
definition of a sheaf. We use sheaves for topological spaces when there is a certain “local-to-global”
principle. Concretely, if a certain data on all of the space can be determined by a compatible choice
on an open cover.
For example, we can study principle bundles over a topological space X . For an open cover Ui
of X a principle bundle E over X is determined by principle bundles over the open subsets Ei over
Ui such that Ei and Ej agree on the intersection Ui ∩ Uj. Thus we can use the topology given on
X to study bundles.
Algebraic geometry studies topological spaces that are built out of algebraic structures. Examples
of those spaces are varieties and schemes. These topological spaces often do not have a very well-
behaved topology and thus many techniques from topology and in particular algebraic topology
cannot be applied very efficiently. (As an exercise the reader is invited to find the fundamental
group of an affine scheme).
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Bourbaki managed to solve this problem by employing the language of sheaves. We previously
discussed how we can use sheaves to study objects that depend on the topological space. Bourbaki
used sheaves to define a new notion of a topology. This led to the notion of a Grothendieck topology
and a category of sheaves constructed this way which is called a Grothendieck topos.
Concretely, in classical topology the open sets have to necessarily be subsets, whereas we define
a Grothendieck topology by using various coverings, which cannot necessarily be constructed using
open subsets. This allows us define topologies that are much better behaved, even for varieties, and
allows us to use tools from algebraic topology.
In this subsection we will give a short review of Grothendieck toposes. The original source for
topos theory is SGA IV [AGV72], however we will mostly reference the textbook [MM92] as it is a
more accessible reference for most readers.
Remark 1.1. For this subsection let C be a small classical category.
In order to define a topology we first need to generalize our notion of a covering to arbitrary
categories.
Definition 1.2. [MM92, Page 109] Let c be an object in C. A sieve over c is a subfunctor of the
representable functor
HomC(−, c) : C
op → Set
In other words, it is a choice of maps with codomain c that is closed under precomposition.
Having a notion of covering we can define topologies.
Definition 1.3. [MM92, Definition III.2.1, Page 110] A topology on C is a choice of collection of
sieves J(c) for every object c in C that satisfies following three conditions.
(1) The maximal sieve HomC(−, c) is in J(c).
(2) (stability axiom) If S ∈ J(c) and h : d → c is a map in C, then the precomposition h∗(S)
is in J(d).
(3) (transitivity axiom) if S ∈ J(c) and R is any sieve on C such that h∗(R) ∈ J(d) for all
h : d→ c ∈ S, then R ∈ J(c).
Remark 1.4. A sieve on c should be thought of as covers of c. From that perspective a topology is
a choice of covers. Depending on how many and which covers we assign to our object c we get a
more fine or coarse topology.
Definition 1.5. [MM92, Page 110] A Grothendieck site is a small category C along with a topology
J , often expressed as (C, J).
Example 1.6. We can use topologies as described here to recover Zariski topologies on the spectrum
of a ring. For more details see [MM92, Subsection III.3].
Having decided on our coverings we can now define sheaves.
Definition 1.7. [MM92, Page 122] A sheaf F : Cop → Set is a presheaf such that for every sieve S
over c the diagram
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F (c)
∏
f∈S
F (dom(f))
∏
f∈S,dom(f)=cod(g)
F (dom(g))
is an equalizer diagram.
Remark 1.8. The limit of the equalizer diagram is always equivalent to natural transformations
from the sieve S to the presheaf F , namely Nat(S, F ). Thus the limit condition is equivalent to
saying that the inclusion map S → Hom(−, c) induces a bijection
Nat(Hom(−, c), F )
∼=
−−−→ Nat(S, F )
Remark 1.9. There is another way to think about this definition of a sheaf. A sieve over c gives us
a full subcategory of the over-category C/c which we denote by (C/c)
S . Taking opposites we thus
get a functor iop : ((C/c)
S)op → (C/c)
op. If F : Cop → Set is any presheaf then we get following
diagram.
((C/c)
S)op (C/c)
op
C
Set
iop
(pic)
op
F
This gives us a map of limits
lim(C/c)opF ◦ (pic)
op → lim((C/c)S)opF ◦ (pic)
op ◦ iop
But the left hand limit is just F (c) as the category (C/c)
op has an initial object. The left hand side
is exactly the equalizer diagram stated above. Thus F is a sheaf if and only if this map of limits is
an isomorphism of sets.
This construction makes it very clear how to think about sheaves. We think of the subcategory
(C/c)
S as subobjects of c that “construct” c. In other words we want to think of c as a “colimit”
of those subobjects, even though it is not actually the colimit of those subobject. From this
perspective a sheaf takes “colimits” to limits. Note this is not a definition but rather a guiding
concept. However, there are some situations where C has some colimits and this intuition is actually
correct.
Let us see one important example of sheaves.
Example 1.10. Let X be a topological space. Let OpenX be the category which has objects open
subsets of X and the morphisms are just inclusion. Note this means that between two objects there
either is one unique morphism or there is none. In this case a sieve of an object U (an open subset
of X) is just a choice of open subsets of U closed under inclusion. In other words, let S be a sieve
on U . If V ∈ S and W ⊂ V then W ∈ S.
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Let S be a covering sieve of U if the map
∐
V ∈S V → U is surjective. Thus a covering sieve is
a literal covering of the given open set. Let F : (OpenX)
op → Set be a presheaf. It is a sheaf if it
satisfies the limit condition stated above. Notice that the intersection of two open subsets is still
open and so our definition above can be simplified to
F (U)
∏
V ∈S
F (V )
∏
V1,V2∈S
F (V1 ∩ V2)
being an equalizer diagram.
Note that the previous remark applies here very well. If S is a covering sieve of U in OpenX
then the colimit of the functor ((OpenX)/U )S → OpenX is exactly U and F is a sheaf if and only
if it takes this colimit to a limit diagram. Thus the sheaf condition can be summed up by saying
that it preserves these colimit diagrams.
This is exactly the classical sheaf condition that can be found in algebraic and differential ge-
ometry. The point of the classical sheaf condition is that a global property on a topological space
should be determined by that property on a cover.
Having discussed sheaves we can finally define a Grothendieck topos.
Notation 1.11. For a Grothendieck site (C, J) we denote the full subcategory of Fun(Cop, Set)
consisting of sheaves as Sh(C, J).
Definition 1.12. A Grothendieck topos G is any category equivalent to a category of sheaves
Sh(C, J) on a Grothendieck site (C, J).
The definition given above really emphasizes the local nature and the geometric motivation of a
Grothendieck topos. However, there are alternative definitions that are more categorical in nature.
First, we need the following important theorem.
Theorem 1.13. [MM92, Theorem III.5.1] The inclusion functor i : Sh(C, J)→ Fun(Cop, Set) has
a left adjoint a : Fun(Cop, Set)→ Sh(C, J) that preserves finite limits.
Remark 1.14. The functor a is commonly called the “sheafification functor” as it takes a presheaf
and converts it into a sheaf.
This theorem has an inverse.
Corollary 1.15. [MM92, Corollary III.7.7] Let i : G → Fun(Cop, Set) be an embedding that has
a left adjoint a that preserves finite limits. Let J be the following covering sieve. A collection of
maps {ci → c} is in J(c) if and only if the induced map
∐
i
aY(ci)→ aY(c)
is an epi map in G. Then G is equivalent to Sh(C, J). Here Y(c) is the representable presheaf
represented by c.
Combining these two results we get a categorical way to define Grothendieck toposes.
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Theorem 1.16. A category G is a Grothendieck topos if and only if it is a left-exact localization
of the category of presheaves of sets on a small category C. More explicitly there is an adjunction
Fun(Cop, Set) G
a
i
where a preserves finite limits and i is an embedding.
Example 1.17. Clearly, the category Set is a Grothendieck topos.
There is one more way to characterize a Grothendieck topos that we will discuss here. In order
to do that we need an interim definition.
Definition 1.18. A category P is presentable if there exists a small category C and a localization
Fun(Cop, Set) P
a
i
such that i is an embedding.
Remark 1.19. Notice every Grothendieck topos is necessarily presentable, however, not every pre-
sentable category is a Grothendieck topos as the left adjoint a might not commute with finite limits.
For an example of that see [Re05, Example 1.5]
The goal is to give enough conditions on a presentable category that shows it is a Grothendieck
topos. Naively we could just ask for the left adjoint to commute with finite limits. However, a
presentable category can have many different presentations and only one of them needs to satisfy
this condition. Finding that one presentation might be difficult or even impossible. Instead, we
want to find a condition that is intrinsic to the category and does not depend on any choice of
presentation.
Definition 1.20. [Re05, Page 5] A map f : c→ d in a category C is called a regular epimorphism
if there exists a coequalizer diagram of the form
u c d
Remark 1.21. Any map coming from a coequalizer diagram is necessarily an epimorphism. Thus
every regular epimorphism is an epimorphism, but the reverse might not hold.
Example 1.22. In the category Set regular epimorphisms are exactly epimorphisms.
Definition 1.23. [Re05, Subsection 2.1] A category C with small colimits and finite limits satisfies
weak descent if the following conditions hold.
P1a For any collection of object ci let c =
∐
ci. Then for any map d→ c the natural map
∐
(d×
c
ci)
∼=
−−−→ d
is an isomorphism.
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P1b Let fi : di → ci be a collection of maps and
∐
fi = f : d→ c. Then the natural map
di
∼=
−−−→ ci ×
c
d
is an isomorphism.
P2a Let
c0 c1
c2 c
p
be a pushout square and let d→ c be an map. Then the diagram
d×
c
c0 d×
c
c1
d×
c
c2 d
p
is also a pushout square.
P2b In the diagram below
d1 d0 d2
c1 c0 c2
d
c
q p
If the back squares are pullback squares and c, d are pushouts then the induced map
di ։ ci ×
c
d
is a regular epimorphism for i = 0, 1, 2.
Remark 1.24. Conditions P1a and P1b are equivalent to the following condition:
P1 For any collection of objects ci and coproduct c =
∐
ci let the adjunction
C/c
∏
Cci
P
C
is an equivalence. Here P (d→ c) is the collection of maps d×c ci → ci and C(di → ci) =∐
di →
∐
ci = c.
Remark 1.25. The hope is that we can give an equivalent condition for P2a and P2b that looks
like the following
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P2 Let I be the diagram 1← 0→ 2 and F : I → C be a functor with pushout diagram
c0 c1
c2 c
p
The adjunction
C/c ((C
I)/F )
pb
P
C
is an equivalence. Here ((CI)/F )
pb is the subcategory of (CI)/F with the same objects but
where the morphisms are pullback squares.
However P2 is not equivalent to P2a and P2b. That is because P2b does not give us an equivalence
but rather just a regular epimorphism.
Example 1.26. Let us see an example where the map in condition P2b is a regular epimorphism,
but not an equivalence. We will give an example in the category Set. Let [0] = {0} and [1] = {0, 1}.
Moreover, let σ : [2]→ [2] be the map that sends 0 to 1 and 1 to 0. We have following diagram in
Set
[1] [1]
∐
[1] [1]
[0] [0]
∐
[0] [0]
[0]
[0]
(id,σ)(id,id)
q p
Then the diagram satisfies the conditions of P2b and the natural map
[1]→ [0] ×
[0]
[0] = [0]
is a regular epimorphism but not an equivalence.
This example can be generalized. For the more general case see [Re05, Example 2.3].
Remark 1.27. The weak descent condition is also known as Giraud’s axioms in the literature. For
more details see [MM92, Theorem A.1].
We finally have an intrinsic way to define Grothendieck toposes.
Theorem 1.28. A presentable category G is a Grothendieck topos if and only if it satisfies weak
descent.
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Proof. If G is a Grothendieck topos then it satisfies weak descent. Indeed, clearly Set satisfies weak
descent. Moreover, Fun(Cop, Set) satisfies weak descent for any category C as colimits and limits
are computed level-wise. Finally G satisfies weak descent as there is an adjunction
Fun(Cop, Set) G
a
i
where Fun(Cop, Set) satisfies weak descent and a commutes with finite limits.
Showing that a presentable category which satisfies weak descent is a Grothendieck topos is much
harder. The goal is to use the weak descent condition to show that a specific left adjoint commutes
with finite limits. For a proof of this statement see [Re05, Pages 11-15] 
Using this definition of a Grothendieck topos and what we know about the category of presheaves
we can prove some interesting results about toposes. First notice that the category of sets is locally
Cartesian closed. This generalizes to the following proposition.
Proposition 1.29. [MM92, Proposition III.6.1] Let G be a Grothendieck topos. Then G is locally
Cartesian closed.
Next we have following fact about sets.
Example 1.30. For any subsect A ⊂ B there is a map χA : B → {0, 1} that sends A to 1 and
B\A to 0. This map χA is often called the characteristic function. Notice that this map gives us
the pullback square
A {1}
B {0, 1}
p
χA
We want to generalize this concept to a Grothendieck topos.
Definition 1.31. Let C be a category with finite limits. There is a functor
Sub(−) : Cop → Set
that takes each object c to the set Sub(c), the set of equivalence classes of mono maps with target
c. Notice the pullback of a mono map is also mono and so this gives us an actual functor.
Definition 1.32. Let C be a category with finite limits. An object Ω is called a subobject classifier
if it represents the functor Sub(−).
Remark 1.33. Part of the existence of a subobject classifier is a universal mono from the final object
t : 1→ Ω, such that for any mono i : A→ B, there is a pullback square
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A 1
B Ω
i
p
t
χi
Let us show that subobject classifiers exist.
Example 1.34. By the example above, the category Set has a subobject classifier, namely {0, 1}.
The universal mono map is the map t : {1} → {0, 1} that sends the point to 1.
Our next goal is to show that every Grothendieck topos has a subobject classifier.
Definition 1.35. Let (C, J) be a Grothendieck site. A sieve M ∈ J(c) is closed if for any map
f : d→ c
f∗M ∈ J(d)⇒ f ∈M
Example 1.36. Let X be a topological space and let us consider the site on OpenX as discussed
in Example 1.10. In this case an object is an open subset U ⊂ X and a sieve on U is a choice of
open subsets {Ui}i. This sieve is closed if for every subset V ⊂ U such that {V ∩Ui}i is a covering
sieve of V , we have V ∈ {Ui}i.
However, {V ∩ Ui}i is a covering sieve of V if V = ∪i(V ∩ Ui). So, this implies that {Ui}i is
closed if there exists an i such that for each j, Uj ⊂ Ui. Thus there is a bijection between open
subsets of U and closed sieves on U .
The example above motivates the following definition.
Definition 1.37. Let (C, J) be a site. Let Ω be the presheaf defined as
Ω(c) = {closed sieves on c}
Remark 1.38. Notice the maximal sieve Hom(−, c) is always closed. This gives us a natural trans-
formation t : 1→ Ω.
We have following Lemma for this definition.
Lemma 1.39. [MM92, Lemma III.7.1] The presheaf Ω is a sheaf.
Finally we have the desired statement for this sheaf.
Proposition 1.40. [MM92, Proposition III.7.3] The sheaf Ω is a subobject classifier.
Proof. Here we will only give a sketch of the argument. Let F : Cop → Set be a sheaf and G be a
subsheaf of F . For an object c in C and an element x ∈ F (c), define the natural transformation χG
as follows:
(χG)c(x) = {f : d→ c : F (f)(x) ∈ G(d)}
The right hand set is indeed a closed sieve on c and so this is well-defined.
Moreover we have to show that this map gives us following pullback square
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G 1
F Ω
p
t
χG
However, limits are computed level-wise in a sheaf thus we only need to show that for every object
c in C.
G(c) ∗
F (c) Ω(c)
p
Hom(−,c)
(χG)c
is a pullback square. However, this follows from the definition of the map (χG)c as we have
x ∈ G(c)⇔ F (idc)(x) ∈ G(c)⇔ {f : d→ c : F (f)(x) ∈ G(d)} = Hom(−, c)

Thus every Grothendieck topos is locally Cartesian closed and has a subobject classifier. These
two properties will be very crucial in the next subsection.
1.2 Elementary Topos Theory. In 1964 Lawvere published a paper that gave a characteri-
zation of the category of sets using 8 axioms [La64]. One of the implication of those axioms was
the existence of a subobject classifier (although he did not use this word). Later Lawvere teamed
up with Tierney who saw the similarity to between the 8 axioms and the theory of Grothendieck
toposes to give a common generalization of both, an elementary topos.
Definition 1.41. [Ti73] An elementary topos E is a locally Cartesian closed category with subobject
classifier.
Example 1.42. In the previous section we already showed every Grothendieck topos is an elemen-
tary topos.
However, there are other examples.
Example 1.43. The category of finite sets is an elementary topos, as it still has the same subobject
classifier Ω = {0, 1}.
Example 1.44. One example that is very different from a Grothendieck topos is a realizability
topos. It is a locally Cartesian closed exact category. One way of seeing how much a realizability
topos E differs from a Grothendieck topos is the following three facts:
(1) The only realizability topos that is also a Grothendieck topos is Set.
(2) A realizability topos that is not Set has no geometric morphism to Set.
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(3) If a realizability topos is cocomplete then it is Set.
For more details see [Fr14].
An elementary topos is not necessarily presentable and thus is much more abstract. Thus one
question we can ask ourselves is which properties of a Grothendieck topos still hold in this more
general setting. As before we will mostly reference [MM92].
Here are several fascinating results that we can prove just using a subobject classifier and locally
Cartesian closed condition.
Theorem 1.45. [MM92, Corollary IV.5.4] Every elementary topos E has finite colimits.
Proposition 1.46. [MM92, Proposition IV.6.1] Every map f in an elementary topos E can be
factored into an epi e followed by a mono m, f = me.
Theorem 1.47. [MM92, Theorem IV.7.1] For any elementary topos E and object c, the slice
category E/c is also an elementary topos.
Remark 1.48. This is called “fundamental theorem of topos theory” by Freyd [Fr72] as it allows us
to state many construction in an elementary language.
Proposition 1.49. [MM92, Proposition A.4] An elementary topos satisfies weak descent.
For the rest of the subsection we focus on the various properties of the subobject classifier. First
notice that Ω has the structure of an internal higher category.
Definition 1.50. A Heyting algebra is a poset H with all finite coproducts and products and which
is Cartesian closed.
Theorem 1.51. [MM92, Theorem IV.8.1 (External)] For any object c in an elementary topos E
the set Hom(c,Ω) is a Heyting algebra.
Proof. Here we give a sketch and for more details see [MM92, Subsection IV.8]. It suffices to prove
it for the case c = 1 and the general result will follow from the fact that E/c is a topos with final
object idc : c→ c.
By definition we have
Hom(1,Ω) ∼= Sub(1)
Thus it suffices to show that Sub(1) is a Heyting algebra. Clearly it is a poset by inclusion. We
can then show it satisfies the conditions of a Heyting algebra by showing subobjects of 1 are closed
under coproducts, products and exponentiation. 
This external version then induces an internal version.
Theorem 1.52. [MM92, Theorem IV.8.1 (Internal)] For any object c in an elementary topos E the
exponent Ωc has the structure of an internal Heyting algebra.
We can use the Heyting algebra structure on Ω to construct topologies.
Definition 1.53. A Lawvere-Tierney topology is a map j : Ω→ Ω such that
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(1) j ◦ t = t.
(2) j ◦ j = j
(3) j ◦ ∧ = ∧ ◦ (j × j)
Here t : 1 → Ω is the universal mono and ∧ : Ω × Ω → Ω is product map of the internal Heyting
algebra.
There is an equivalent way to determine a Lawvere-Tierney topology by using a closure operator.
Proposition 1.54. [MM92, Proposition V.1.1] Let E be an elementary topos and let j : Ω→ Ω be
any map. We define the natural transformation (−) as the unique transformation that makes the
diagram below commute.
Sub(−) Sub(−)
Hom(−,Ω) Hom(−,Ω)
(−)
∼= ∼=
Hom(−,j)
Here we used the fact that we have an isomorphism Hom(−,Ω) ∼= Sub(−).
j is a Lawvere-Tierney topology if and only if the natural transformation satisfies following three
conditions:
(1) a ⊂ a¯
(2) a¯ = a¯
(3) a ∩ b = a¯ ∩ b¯
In this case we call this a closure operation.
Finally there is an equivalence between Lawvere-Tierney topologies and closure operations.
Until now we have not justified why we call the map j a topology. We will now show that a
Lawvere-Tierney topology allows us to define sheaves in an elementary topos.
Definition 1.55. Let E be an elementary topos and j a topology with closure operator (−). We
say a subobject a of c is dense if a¯ = c.
Definition 1.56. Let E be an elementary topos with topology j. An object F is a sheaf (or j-sheaf)
if for every dense subobject m : a→ c the induced map
m∗ : HomE(c, F )
∼=
−−−→ HomE(a, F )
is a bijection.
Theorem 1.57. [MM92, Theorem V.2.5] Let E be an elementary topos and j a topology. Moreover,
let Shj(E) be the full subcategory of all sheaves in E. Then Shj(E) is also an elementary topos.
Not only can we define sheaves using Lawvere-Tierney topologies we can even recover the sheafi-
fication functor.
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Theorem 1.58. [MM92, Theorem V.3.1] Let E be an elementary topos and j a topology. Then the
inclusion functor
Shj(E)→ E
has a left adjoint a : E→ Shj(E) called the sheafification functor, that commutes with finite limits.
At the end of this subsection we compare topologies on elementary toposes and Grothendieck
toposes.
Theorem 1.59. [MM92, Theorem V.4.1] Let C be a small category. Grothendieck topologies J on
C exactly correspond to Lawvere-Tierney topologies j on Fun(Cop, Set).
Theorem 1.60. [MM92, Theorem V.4.2] Let C be a small category with Grothendieck topology J .
Moreover, let j be the corresponding Lawvere-Tierney topology on Fun(Cop, Set). Then a presheaf
F : Cop → Set is a J-sheaf for the Grothendieck topology if and only if it is a j-sheaf.
In this subsection we showed that many classical tools from Grothendieck toposes generalize to
elementary toposes. In particular, many results such as weak descent and sheafification hold in an
elementary topos although the definition does not involve any sheaf condition.
1.3 Higher Topos Theory. The theory of higher toposes was developed by Jacob Lurie to
study geometric objects in a homotopical context [Lu09]. This has led to the development of derived
algebraic geometry. In this subsection we will mostly focus on how its definition generalizes some
of the conditions discussed for Grothendieck toposes, rather than how it can be used in geometry.
Remark 1.61. In this subsection we will use the theory of (∞, 1)-categories. Lurie uses quasi-
categories to prove his results, however, as our goal is to only give an overview of the results we
will give a description that does not depend on any particular model.
We will start by generalizing the definition of a Grothendieck topos that can be generalized in
the easiest manner.
Definition 1.62. [Lu09, Definition 6.1.0.4] A higher topos X is a left-exact accessible localization
of the higher category of spaces on a small higher category C. Concretely, we have an adjunction
Fun(Cop, Spaces) X
a
i
where i is embedding, a commutes with finite limits and X is accessible.
Remark 1.63. Similar to before, if a does not commute with finite limits and then we say X is
presentable.
Remark 1.64. Notice this precisely generalizes Theorem 1.16 except for that the fact that we added
an accessibility condition to the topos, which is because in the classical setting every localization
is already accessible. This follows from the fact that in the classical setting every collection of
localizing maps can be generated by monomorphisms. For more details see [Lu09, Proposition
6.4.1.6]
Our next goal is to generalize the descent condition to the setting of a topos.
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Definition 1.65. A natural transformation of higher categories α : K × [1] → C from p : K → C
to q : K → C is called Cartesian if for each morphism f : x→ y in K the resulting square
px py
qx qy
pf
αx
p
αy
qf
is a pullback square in C.
Definition 1.66. A higher category C with finite limits and small colimits satisfies descent, if we
have the following situation.
Let p¯, q¯ : K⊲ → C be two maps of higher categories and α¯ : p¯→ q¯ be a natural transformation.
Moreover, let q¯ be a colimiting cocone of in C and α = α¯|K : K → C be a Cartesian natural
transformation. Then the following two are equivalent:
(1) p¯ is a colimiting cocone.
(2) a¯ is a Cartesian natural transformation.
Theorem 1.67. [Lu09, Theorem 6.1.0.6] A presentable higher category X is a higher topos if and
only if it satisfies descent.
Remark 1.68. There is an analogue to Giraud’s axiom, which is an equivalent way of stating the
descent condition, in the higher categorical setting. For more details see [Lu09, Theorem 6.1.0.6.(3)]
The description of descent above is quite intricate, thus we will also state the descent condition
using the language of model categories as can be found in [Re05].
Definition 1.69. Let M be a model category and α : I → M be a natural transformation from
f : I → M to g : I → M. We say α is Cartesian if for each morphism j : i → i′ the commutative
square
f(i) f(i′)
qx qy
f(j)
αi
p
αi′
f(j)
is a homotopy pullback square in M.
Remark 1.70. In [Re05, Subsection 6.5] this definition is called equifibered, but to stay consistent
with previous definitions we decided to use the word Cartesian.
Definition 1.71. [Re05, Subsection 6.5] A model categoryM satisfies descent if it satisfies following
two conditions:
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P1 Let I be a small category, α : I → M a functor, and α¯ = hocolimIα. Let f : β¯ → α¯ be a
map in M. Form a functor β : I →M by
β(i) = α(i)×
α¯
h β¯
for i ∈ I. Then the evident map
hocolimIβ
≃
−−−→ β¯
is a weak equivalence.
P2 Let I be a small category, f : β → α a Cartesian natural transformation. Let f¯ : β¯ → α¯
be the induced map between homotopy colimits β¯ = hocolimIβ and α¯ = hocolimIα. Then
for each object i ∈ I the natural map
β(i)
≃
−−−→ α(i)×
α¯
h β¯
is a weak equivalence.
Remark 1.72. Intuitively this is saying that for a diagram α : I →M with colimit α¯ = hocolimIα,
there is an equivalence between the homotopy theory of M/α¯ and the subcategory ((M
I)/α)
Cart
consisting of Cartesian natural transformations over α.
Remark 1.73. Notice how the descent conditions completes the statement of the weak descent
condition as discussed in Definition 1.23. Thus in order for the map in condition P2b to be an
equivalence we needed to use homotopy theory and in particular homotopy colimits.
Example 1.74. In particular, if we apply this argument to Example 1.26 we see that the homotopy
pushout gives us
[1] [1]
∐
[1] [1]
[0] [0]
∐
[0] [0]
S1
S1
(id,σ)(id,id)
q p
z2
where the map z2 : S1 → S1 is the map that wraps the circle twice around itself. Taking pullback
along the map [0]→ S1 exactly recovers the map [1]→ [0]. This is just the classical fact that the
map z2 is a 2-cover of the circle and each point has fiber two discrete points.
There is an alternative way to think about descent in a topos. In particular, each one of the two
descent conditions have their own equivalent conditions.
Proposition 1.75. Let P be a presentable higher category. The following are equivalent.
(1) P satisfies descent condition P1.
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(2) Colimits are universal, meaning that for each morphism f : x→ y in P the pullback functor
f∗ : P/y → P/x
preserves colimits.
(3) P is locally Cartesian closed
Proof. The equivalence of the first two conditions follows by definition. For the equivalence of the
second and third part we notice that P is locally Cartesian closed if the map f∗ : P/y → P/x has
a right adjoint. However f∗ has a right adjoint if and only if it commutes with colimits as P is
presentable. 
In order to find equivalent condition for P2, we need to understand C/x¯ where x¯ is the colimit
of a diagram in C. For a higher category C with finite limits there is a map
C/− : C
op → Cat∞
that takes each object c to the over-category C/c. Functoriality follows from the existence of
pullbacks.
This functor has an underlying functor valued in spaces
(C/−)
core : Cop → Cat∞ → Spaces
where core is the underlying maximal subgroupoid. Intuitively P2 corresponds to the fact that this
functor (C/−)
core takes colimit diagrams in C to limit diagrams in Spaces.
There is another way to describe this condition. Namely, by strengthening the notion of a
subobject classifier.
Notation 1.76. Let C be a higher category and S be a subclass of morphisms in C. Moreover, let
c be an object in C. Then we denote the full subcategory of C/c generated by maps f : d→ c in S
as (C/c)
S .
Definition 1.77. Let S be a subclass of morphisms in a higher category C with finite limits. We
say S is closed under pullbacks if in the pullback diagram
x y
z w
f
p
g
g in S implies that f is S.
Definition 1.78. Let C be a higher category with finite limits. Let S be a subclass of morphisms
closed under pullbacks. We say US is an object classifier or universe for S if US represents the
functor
((C/−)
S)core : Cop → Spaces
Notation 1.79. If the conditions of the definition above are satisfied then we will say S is classified
by the universe US .
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Remark 1.80. In particular for each object c there is an equivalence
((C/c)
S)core ≃ mapC(c,U
S)
This implies that there exists a universal map p : US∗ → U
S such that for each map f : d→ c in S
there is a pullback square
d US∗
c US
p
Let us see how such a universe looks like.
Example 1.81. Let κ be a large enough cardinal and let Spacesκ be the higher category of spaces
that are κ-small. Let
Uκ = (Spacesκ)core
Uκ∗ = (Spaces
κ
∗)
core
where Spaces∗ is the higher category of pointed spaces. The forgetful map from pointed spaces to
spaces induces a map of spaces
p : Uκ∗ → U
κ
Now let (Spaces/−)
κ be the subcategory of all morphisms in spaces such that the fiber over each
point is a κ-small space. Then there is an equivalence
((Spaces/−)
κ)core ≃ mapSpaces(−,U
κ)
We can prove this in two steps:
(1) The statement clearly holds over the point as we have
((Spaces/∗)
κ)core ≃ (Spacesκ)core = Uκ ≃ mapSpaces(∗,U
κ)
(2) Every space is a colimit of the point and both sides commute with colimits.
Remark 1.82. It is instructive to understand the role of the universal map in more detail when the
base is a point. Let X : ∗ → Uκ be any map. This gives us following pullback diagram.
F Uκ∗
∗ Uκ
p
As Uκ = (Spacesκ)core a point is a choice of κ-small space X (which is why we named the function
itself X as well). The fiber over X is the space of all pointed spaces (X, x0), where x0 is a point in
X . Thus the fiber F is exactly the space X .
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Having a definition of a universe, we can use it to give another equivalent condition for the
descent condition. First we review the generalization of the boundedness condition in a presentable
higher category.
Definition 1.83. Let X be a presentable higher category. An object in x in X is κ-compact if the
representable functor mapX(−, x) commutes with κ-filtered colimits.
Intuition 1.84. As X is presentable there exists a small higher category C such that X is a localization
of Fun(Cop, Spaces). From this perspective an object in X is κ-compact if it is a colimit of a κ-small
diagram in C.
Remark 1.85. The definition above generalizes the notion of smallness in the case of spaces, as the
category of spaces is generated by the point and a space is κ-small if and only if it is a colimit of
κ-small diagram with value the point.
Next we need to generalize morphisms with small fibers.
Definition 1.86. [Lu09, Definition 6.1.6.4] Let X be a presentable higher category. A map f : x→
y is relatively κ-compact if for every pullback diagram
x′ x
y′ y
p
f
such that y′ is κ-compact, we have that x′ is κ-compact.
Remark 1.87. Again this generalizes the case of spaces. In the category of spaces it suffices to check
the pullback along the point as that is the generator.
Theorem 1.88. Let X be a presentable higher category that satisfies condition P1. Then the
following are equivalent:
(1) X satisfies condition P2.
(2) The functor
(X/−)
core : Xop → Spaces
takes small colimit diagrams to limit diagrams.
(3) For sufficiently large enough cardinals κ, the class of relatively κ-compact morphisms is
classified by a universe.
Proof. (1 ⇔ 2) This part is very technical and so we only give a sketch. For the precise proof see
[Lu09, Lemma 6.1.3.5].
According to [Lu09, Corollary 3.3.3.3] the map (X/−)
core takes colimit diagrams to limit diagrams
if and only if the following condition holds. Let α¯ : K⊲ → X be a colimit diagram in X and let
α : K → X be the restriction map. Also let f : β → α be a Cartesian natural transformation. Then
f : β → α lifts to a Cartesian natural transformation f¯ : β¯ → α¯.
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K K⊲
X
α
β β¯
α¯
f
f¯
Thus we have to show such a f¯ exists.
By the property of colimits, we know that we can always lift f to a f¯ : β¯ → α¯ such that
β¯ : K⊲ → X is a colimit diagram. However, condition P2 exactly states a natural transformation f¯
between two colimit diagrams such that the restriction f is Cartesian is itself a Cartesian natural
transformation. Thus P2 holds if and only if f¯ is a Cartesian natural transformation which itself
is equivalent to (X/−)
core taking colimits to limits.
(2⇒ 3) Let us assume (X/−)
core takes small colimits to limits. Then for a large enough cardinal
κ, the restricted functor ((X/−)
κ)core is a representable functor. This follows from the fact that X
is presentable and the standard result that a functor that takes colimits to limits is representable
[Lu09, Proposition 5.5.2.2].
(3⇒ 2) We want to show that (X/−)
core takes colimits to limits. Let S be the class of all maps
in X. Moreover, let Sκ be the class of relatively κ-compact maps. Let f : K → X be a diagram
that takes values in Sκ. Then the functor (X/−)
core ◦ f will factor ((X/−)
κ)core ◦ f , which takes
colimits to limits by assumption. The general case then follows from the fact that S = ∪Sκ. In
other words, for every map f : K → X there exists a cardinal κ such that the map is relatively
κ-compact. For a precise proof see [Lu09, Theorem 6.1.6.8] 
Remark 1.89. Up until now we showed that the descent condition is equivalent to being locally
Cartesian closed and having object classifiers. We can now ask ourselves whether we can strengthen
the object classifier condition so that it is actually equivalent to descent. This question will be
addressed in Subsection 3.1.
Until now we have not discussed how we can use Grothendieck topologies to define a higher
topos. That is because the language of Grothendieck topologies becomes vastly more complicated
in the higher categorical setting. We will thus state the main results and refer the reader to the
main source for the proofs.
Definition 1.90. [Lu09, Definition 6.2.2.1] Let C be a higher category. A sieve on C is a full
subcategory C(0) of C having the property that if f : c → d is a morphism in C(0) then c is also in
C(0).
A sieve on an object c in C is then a sieve on the higher category C/c. Notice this exactly
corresponds to the original definition of a sieve in the classical setting as described in Definition
1.2.
Definition 1.91. A Grothendieck topology on a higher category C is a choice of sieves for each
object c that satisfy the three conditions stated in Definition 1.3.
Remark 1.92. Notice a Grothendieck topology on C is exactly the same as a Grothendieck topology
on a homotopy category Ho(C). For more details see [Lu09, 6.2.2.3]
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In our next step, we should then prove that every left-exact localization of the category Fun(Cop, Spaces)
corresponds to a Grothendieck topology on C. However, this is actually not true. Rather we have
following results.
Definition 1.93. [Lu09, Definition 6.2.1.4] Let X be a presentable higher category and S¯ a strongly
saturated class of morphisms. We say S¯ is topological if the following conditions are satisfied:
(1) There exists S ⊂ S¯ consisting of monomorphisms such that S generates S¯ as a strongly
saturated class of morphisms.
(2) S¯ is closed under pullbacks.
Definition 1.94. We say a localization L : X→ Y is topological if the collection S¯ of all morphisms
f : x→ y in X such that Lf is an equivalence is topological.
Remark 1.95. Thus a topological localization is a localization whose behavior can be determined
by a collection of monomorphisms.
Remark 1.96. In the classical setting every left-exact localization can be determined by its behavior
on the monomorphisms.
Having determined the right class of equivalences we can state the correspondence.
Proposition 1.97. [Lu09, Proposition 6.2.2.17] Let C be a small higher category. There is a bijec-
tive correspondence between Grothendieck topologies on C and (equivalence classes of) topological
localizations.
This proposition exactly shows in which situations Grothendieck topologies are useful. However,
this makes us wonder. What can we say about localizations that are not topological? Before we
can do that we need several definition.
Definition 1.98. A map f : x→ y in a topos X is called an effective epimorphism if the truncation
τ≤−1(f) is a final object in X/y.
Definition 1.99. [Lu09, Definition 6.5.1.1] Let
s : x∂∆[n+1] → x
Then we define
pin(X) = τ≤0(s) ∈ X/x
Definition 1.100. [Lu09, Definition 6.5.1.10] Let f : x → y be a morphism in a higher topos X
and let 0 ≤ n ≤ ∞. We say f is n-connective if it is an effective epimorphism and pik(f) = ∗ for
0 ≤ k < n.
We can finally define our desired localizations.
Definition 1.101. [Lu09, Definition 6.5.2.17] Let X be a higher topos and Y be a left-exact local-
ization of X. We say Y is a cotopological localization of X if the left adjoint L : X→ Y satisfies the
following equivalent conditions:
(1) For every monomorphism u in X, if Lu is an equivalence in Y, then u is an equivalence in
X.
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(2) For every morphism u in X, if Lu is an equivalence in Y then u is ∞-connective.
Turns out cotopological localizations are exactly what we need to understand all accessible left-
exact localizations.
Proposition 1.102. [Lu09, Proposition 6.5.2.19] Let X be a higher topos and let X′′ be a accessible
left exact localization of X. Then there exists a topological localization X′ of X such that the inclusion
of X′′ in X′ is a cotopological localization. In other words, every left-exact accessible localization
can be factored into a topological localization followed by a cotopological localization.
Remark 1.103. This classification of localizations gives a concrete method to construct higher
toposes.
(1) Pick a small higher category C.
(2) Pick a Grothendieck topology on C.
(3) Use the Grothendieck topology to form the category of sheaves, Sh(C). This is equivalent
to a choice of topological localization of Fun(Cop, Spaces).
(4) Make a choice of ∞-connected maps in Sh(C).
(5) Invert the chosen ∞-connected maps. This is equivalent to a choice of cotopological local-
ization.
Remark 1.104. One question that remains is whether we can build all higher toposes in one step.
One possible way would be to strengthen the notion of a Grothendieck topology to be able to
include the cotopological localizations. One such approach is outlined in [Lu09, Remark 6.5.3.14],
where Lurie suggests we could develop a notion of a “generalized topology”, which combines sieves
and hypercoverings.
1.4 Towards and Elementary Higher Topos. Up to here we showed how a Grothendieck
topos was developed to tackle questions in algebraic geometry. Then it was expanded to an ele-
mentary topos to study logic and finally was independently generalized to a higher topos to study
derived algebraic geometry.
We can summarize this development in the following diagram, where the arrows show the direc-
tion of the generalization:
Groth. T opos Elem. Topos
Higher Topos
The diagram suggests that we should look for a common generalization. A higher category that
relates to a higher topos the way an elementary topos relates to a Grothendieck topos. Metaphor-
ically we can think of it as the “pushout”:
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Groth. T opos Elem. Topos
Higher Topos ?
p
Such a category should be called an elementary higher topos. The goal of the next sections is to
develop such a theory and show how it relates to the concepts we discussed in this section.
Cartesian Fibrations and Complete Segal Objects
In order to be able to efficiently work with higher categories we need the theory of Cartesian
fibrations. We then use Cartesian fibrations to study functoriality of simplicial objects.
2.1 Cartesian Fibrations. In the realm of higher category theory composition is only defined
up to homotopy. For that reason it is often difficult to define and study functors. One efficient
remedy is to use fibrations that model functors. In particular, we use Cartesian fibrations to
model functors valued in higher categories. For an intuitive introduction to the theory of Cartesian
fibrations see [Ra18a, Section 4].
Cartesian fibrations were initially studied by [Lu09] in the context of quasi-categories. However,
we will mainly reference [Ra17a] and [Ra17b], as it gives a detailed account of Cartesian fibrations
in the context of complete Segal spaces. In particular, we work with the following definition of a
Cartesian fibration.
Definition 2.1. [Ra17b, Definition 7.15] Let C be a complete Segal space. A map of bisimplicial
spaces p : R→ C is called a Cartesian fibration if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) It is a Reedy right fibration [Ra17b, Definition 4.14].
(2) It satisfies the Segal condition, meaning the map
Rn → R1 ×
R0
... ×
R0
R1
is a Reedy equivalence of simplicial spaces.
(3) It satisfies the completeness condition, meaning the map
R0 → R3 ×
R1 ×
R0
R1 ×
R0
R1
R1
is a Reedy equivalence of simplicial spaces.
It R→ C only satisfies the first two conditions then we call it a Segal Cartesian fibration.
(Segal) Cartesian fibrations come with model structures as well.
Theorem 2.2. [Ra17b, Theorem 7.16] There is a unique model structure on the category ssS/C
(bisimplicial spaces over C [Ra17b, Definition 3.1]), called the (Segal) Cartesian model structure
which satisfies the following conditions:
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(1) It is a simplicial model category
(2) The fibrant objects are the (Segal) Cartesian fibrations over C
(3) Cofibrations are monomorphisms
(4) A map f : A→ B over C is a weak equivalence if
mapssS/C(B,R)→ mapssS/C(A,R)
is an equivalence for every (Segal) Cartesian fibration R→ C.
(5) A weak equivalence ((Segal) Cartesian fibration) between fibrant objects is a level-wise equiv-
alence (biReedy fibration).
As a lot of the work in [Ra17a] and [Ra17b] is quite technical the reader can find a summary of
important results about Cartesian fibration in [Ra18b, Section 3].
Before we move on there is one particular Cartesian fibration that plays a major role in the next
section.
Example 2.3. [Ra17b, Subsection 7.5] Let C be a CSS with finite limits. CF (1) be the bisimplicial
space defined as follows. (CF (1))k is the CSS of functors F (k)×F (1)→ C that satisfy two conditions:
(1) For each map F (1)→ F (k) the restriction map F (1)× F (1)→ C is a pullback square.
(2) The map F (k)→ C we get by restricting along the map 1 : F (0)→ F (1) is a constant map.
In particular (CF (1))0 is the subcategory of C
F (1) with the same objects, but where the maps are
all pullback squares. We denote the zero level with OC
This comes with a map t : CF (1) → C that is a Cartesian fibration. It models the functor
C/− : C
op → Cat∞
The restriction OC models the functor
(C/−)
core : Cop → Spaces
Remark 2.4. The reason we denote this Cartesian fibration by CF (1) is the fact that it has data
equivalent to the arrow category. For a description of the equivalence see [Ra17b, Subsection 7.3]
Remark 2.5. Let S be a subclass of morphisms closed under pullbacks (1.77). Then we denote the
Cartesian fibration that models (C/−)
S (Notation 1.76) as (CF (1))S and the Cartesian fibration that
models ((C/−)
S)core as OS
C
.
2.2 Complete Segal Objects. Complete Segal objects give us a definition of a higher category
internal to another higher category. The model of Cartesian fibration we have chosen is particularly
suited for the study of complete Segal objects. For a detailed study of complete Segal objects see
[Ra18b]. In this subsection we give a broad overview over complete Segal objects as we will need
them in the next section.
Remark 2.6. For this subsection let C be a higher category with finite limits.
Definition 2.7. [Ra18b, Definition 2.13, Definition 2.47] We say a simplicial object W : ∆op → C
is a complete Segal object if it satisfies the following two conditions:
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(1) Segal Condition: The map
(α0, ..., αn−1) :Wn
≃
−→W1 ×
W0
W1 ×
W0
... ×
W0
W1
is an equivalence in C.
(2) Completeness Condition: The following is a pullback square in C.
W0 W3
W1 W1 ×
W0
W1 ×
W0
W1
p
Moreover, W is a Segal object if it only satisfies the first condition.
A complete Segal object W has a notion of objects, morphisms, composition, ... .
Definition 2.8. [Ra18b, Definition 2.16] An object in W is a map f : D →W0.
Definition 2.9. Let x, y : ∗ →W0 be two objects in W , where ∗ is the final object in C. Then we
define the mapping object mapW (x, y) as the pullback diagram.
mapW (x, y) W1
∗ W0 ×W0
(s,t)
(x,y)
Remark 2.10. In the previous definition we defined mapping objects only for objects which have
domain the final object. That is because we only need this special case in the next section. This can
be generalized to objects with arbitrary domain if C is locally Cartesian closed. For more details
see [Ra18b, Definition 2.22].
For an object c in C we should get a representable functor
Yc : C
op → Spaces.
In the previous subsection we showed how we use Cartesian fibrations to model functors valued in
higher categories. As every space is a higher category we can also model the representable functor
Yz .
Theorem 2.11. [Ra17a, Example 3.11, Theorem 4.2] For each object c in C the projection map
C/c → C is a Cartesian fibration that models the representable functor Yc. Here C/c is the category
of morphisms over c [Ra18a, Definition 4.20].
By analogy each complete Segal object W• should give us a functor
YW• : C
op → Cat∞.
The goal is to generalize the definition of an over-category to a category over a simplicial object.
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Theorem 2.12. [Ra18b, Definition 3.19, Theorem 3.24] Let W be a complete Segal object in C.
There exists a Cartesian fibration C/W• that has the universal property
(C/W•)k ≃ C/Wk
We say C/W• is a representable Cartesian fibration represented by W•.
Remark 2.13. The Cartesian fibration C/W• models the functor
map(−,W•) : C
op → Cat∞
that takes an object c to the complete Segal space
map(c,W0) map(c,W1) map(c,W2) · · ·
Definition 2.14. We say a Cartesian fibration R → C is representable if there exists a complete
Segal object W in C and an equivalence
C/W ≃ R.
In the next section we will use complete Segal objects to generalize universes to complete Segal
universes.
Elementary Higher Topos Theory
In this section we give a definition of an elementary topos. However, before we can do that we
need to strengthen our notion of an object classifier, which we will do in the first subsection. The
rest of the section focuses on studying some of its important features.
3.1 Complete Segal Universes. In this subsection we generalize the notion of a universe, as
described in Definition 1.78. We will use complete Segal objects as described in the previous section.
Definition 3.1. Let S be a class of morphisms of C closed under pullbacks. A simplicial object
US• : ∆
op → C is called a complete Segal universe (CSU) if it represents the Cartesian fibration
(CF (1))S (Remark 2.5).
Remark 3.2. As a special case the object US0 represents O
S
C
. Thus if US• is a complete Segal universe
then US0 is a universe.
Proposition 3.3. If US• is a complete Segal universe, then U
S
• is a complete Segal object.
Proof. It suffices to prove that for every object c in C, the fiber
map(c,US• ) C/US
•
∗ C
p
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is a complete Segal space [Ra17b, Corollary 7.18]. However, by definition map(c,U) is equivalent
to (C/c)
S . 
3.2 Definition of an Elementary Higher Topos. Having expanded our notion of a universe,
we can finally define an elementary higher topos.
Definition 3.4. Let C be a higher category with finite limits and colimits. We say a class of
morphisms S in C is closed if S is closed under pullbacks and for every object c the higher category
(C/c)
S has all finite limits and colimits.
Definition 3.5. A higher category E is an elementary higher topos (EHT) if it satisfies following
conditions:
(1) It has finite limits and colimits.
(2) It has a subobject classifier Ω (Definition 1.32).
(3) For every map f there exists a closed class of morphisms S that includes f and is classified
by a CSU US• (Definition 3.1).
Notation 3.6. We will say E has enough CSU’s if it satisfies condition (3).
This definition has following immediate corollary.
Corollary 3.7. If E is an EHT then it has enough universes.
Example 3.8. We will expand on Example 1.81 to show that Spaces is an elementary higher topos.
Let κ be a large enough cardinal and let Spacesκ be the higher category of spaces that are κ-small.
Let
Uκn = ((Spaces
κ)∆[n])core
Uκ∗ = ((Spaces
κ
∗)
∆[n])core
The fact that ∆[n] is a cosimplicial space gives us simplicial spaces Uκ• and (U
κ
•)∗ The forgetful
map gives us a map of simplicial spaces
p : (Uκ• )∗ → U
κ
•
Now let (Spaces/−)
κ be the subcategory of all morphisms in spaces such that the fiber over each
point is a κ-small space. Using the same argument as Example 1.81 we can show that we have an
equivalence
(((Spaces∆[n])/−)
κ))core ≃ mapSpaces(−,U
κ
n)
This proves that Uκ• is a CSU that classifies the category of maps with κ-small fibers. As any map
has κ-small fibers for large enough κ, every map is classified by some CSU.
We cannot classify everything using one universe, but we can classify a finite amount of data.
Lemma 3.9. Let f1, ...fn be a finite set of maps in E. Then there exists a CSU U
S¯
• that classifies
f1, ..., fn.
Proof. Let Si be a class of maps that includes fi and is classified by the CSU U
Si
• . Let U
S¯
• a CSU
that classifies the map
(US1∗ )0
∐
...
∐
(USn∗ )0 → U
S1
0
∐
...
∐
U
Sn
0
Then US¯ also classifies the maps f1, ..., fn. 
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For the rest of the section we show that various important features hold in an elementary higher
topos. Concretely, we will show following statements:
(1) Fundamental Theorem of Topos Theory holds in an EHT.
(2) Every EHT is locally Cartesian closed.
(3) Every EHT satisfies descent.
3.3 Fundamental Theorem of Elementary Higher Toposes. In Theorem 1.47 we stated
the fundamental theorem of topos theory. Here we show it also holds for an EHT.
Theorem 3.10. Let E be an EHT and c an object in E. Then E/c is also an EHT.
Proof. We need to show that E/c satisfies the three conditions state above.
(1) Clearly, E/c has all finite limits and colimits.
(2) We show that the object pi2 : Ω × c → c is a subobject classifier in E/c. First, let us
gain a better understanding of monomorphisms in E/c. Let f : d → c be an object in
E/c. Moreover, let g : e → d be a morphism in E/c. Then g is mono if and only if it is a
(−1)-truncated object in the over category (E/c)/d. However, recall the projection map
(E/c)/d → E/d
is a weak equivalence. Thus it suffices if g is a (−1)-truncated object in E/d. This just
means the map g : e→ d is a mono map in E. Thus for any object f in E/c the restriction
map
Sub(f)→ Sub(Dom(f))
is an equivalence of sets. This means we have to prove there is an equivalence
map/c(f,Ω× c) ≃ Sub(Dom(f))
The final map fi : c→ ∗ gives us an adjunction
E/c E
fi!
fi∗
.
Thus for any object f in E/c have a chain of equivalences
Sub(f)
≃
−−−→ Sub(Dom(f))
≃
−−−→ map(Dom(f),Ω)
≃
−−−→ map/c(f, pi2)
Thus E/c also has a subobject classifier.
(3) Finally, we need to show that E/c has enough CSU’s. Let S be a class of maps classified
by a CSU US• . Using the fact that (E
F (1))S is represented we have the following chain of
equivalences
((E/c)
F (1))S ≃ (EF (1))S ×E E/c ≃ E/US
•
×E E/c ≃ E/US
•
×c.
Thus the Cartesian fibration ((E/c)
F (1))S is represented by the CSU US• × c.
Thus we have proven that E/c is an EHT as well. 
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3.4 Elementary Higher Toposes are locally Cartesian closed. In this subsection we prove
that every elementary higher topos is locally Cartesian closed.
Theorem 3.11. Let E be an EHT. Then E is locally Cartesian closed.
Proof. First, notice that it suffices to prove that E is Cartesian closed, as we have already proven
that E/c is an EHT and so it would follow that E/c is also Cartesian closed.
So, we have to show that E is Cartesian closed. Let x, y be two objects in E. In order to show
that E is Cartesian closed it suffices to show that the category xE/y defined by the pullback
xE/y E/y
E E
p
−×x
has a final object [Ra17b, Theorem 7.57]. Concretely, xE/y is the subcategory of E/y consisting of
objects of the form x × z → y for some z and morphisms x × f : x × z1 → x × z2 over y, where
f : z1 → z2. We will show this category has a final object.
Let US• be a CSU that classifies the two maps x → ∗ and y → ∗ at the same time, which can
always be done by Lemma 3.9. Let yx be the internal mapping object of the complete Segal object
US•
yx = mapUS
•
(x, y).
For more details on internal mapping objects see Definition 2.9. Notice we have following pullback
square of right fibrations
E/yx E/US
1
E E/US
0
×US
0
p
Using the fact that US• is a CSU, we can extend this diagram of right fibrations.
E/yx E/US
1
(EF (1))S1
E E/US
0
×US
0
(EF (1))S0 × (E
F (1))S0
p
≃
≃
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Let us fix an object z in E and consider the fiber of those right fibrations over z. This gives us
following diagram:
mapE(z, y
x) mapE(z,U
S
1 ) ((E
F (1))/z)
S
∗ mapE(z,U
S
0 × U
S
0 ) (E/z)
S × (E/z)
S
p
≃
≃
The bottom map
∗ → (E/z)
S × (E/z)
S
maps the point to the objects (x× z → z, y× z → z). Thus the pullback diagram gives us a trivial
fibration
mapE(z, y
x)
≃
−−−→ mapE/z(z × x, z × y).
which implies we can choose a section
mapE/z(z × x, z × y)
≃
−−−→ mapE(z, y
x).
On the other hand we have the adjunction
E/z E
fi!
fi∗
where fi : z → ∗, which gives us a zig-zag of trivial fibrations
mapE/z(z × x, z × y)
≃
←−−− K
≃
−−−→ mapE(z × x, y)
where K gives us a zig zag of equivalences and is described in more details in [Ra17b, Remark 7.51].
Making a choice of section mapE(z × x, y)
≃
−−−→ K gives us an equivalence
sz : mapE(z × x, y)
≃
−−−→ mapE(z, y
x)
In particular, if z = yx, then the left hand side has a distinguished point (id : yx → yx), that
corresponds to a map
ev : x× yx → y.
We will prove that ev : x× yx → y is a final object in xE/y .
Before that we show the map ev : x× yx → y has a special property that we need later on. First
of all by the Segal condition we have a trivial fibration
mapE(z, x× y
x, y)
≃
−−−→ mapE(z, x× y
x)×mapE(x× y
x, y).
We can pick a section
c : mapE(z, x× y
x)×mapE(x× y
x, y)→ mapE(z, x× y
x, y).
This gives us a composition map
ev∗ : mapE(z, x×y
x)
(id,ev)
−−−−−−−→ mapE(z, x×y
x)×mapE(x×y
x, y)
c
−−−→ mapE(z, x×y
x, y)→ mapE(z, y)
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Let f : z → yx be a map. Using a similar argument we can define a map
f∗ : mapE(y
x, yx)→ mapE(z, y
x)
With these maps we can form the following commutative diagram.
mapE(y
x, yx) mapE(z, y
x)
mapE(x × y
x, x× yx) mapE(x× z, x× y
x)
mapE(x × y
x, y) mapE(x× z, y)
mapE(y
x, yx) mapE(z, y
x)
id
f∗
x×− x×−
≃
idev∗ ev∗
syx sz≃
f∗
By definition of syx the composition of the left hand vertical maps is the identity. Thus the right
hand vertical map is also the identity as it takes the arbitrary map f to itself. As sz is already an
equivalence this implies that the map
ev∗ ◦ (x×−) : mapE(z, y
x)→ mapE(x× z, y)
is also an equivalence. In some sense it plays the role of the inverse of sz. With this at hand we
can now show that x× yx → y is a final object in xE/y .
Let x× z → y be another object in xE/y . In order to prove that x× y
x → y is a final object we
have to prove that the pullback of the diagram
mapE/y(x× z, x× y
x)
mapE(z, y
x) mapE(x× z, x× y
x)
x×−
is contractible. Using the map ev∗ that was described in the previous paragraph, we can extend
the map to the following diagram
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mapE/y(x× z, x× y
x) mapE/y (x× z, y)
mapE(z, y
x) mapE(x× z, x× y
x) mapE(x× z, y)
ev∗
p
x×− ev∗
Notice the object y in mapE/y (x× z, y) is idy : y → y in E/y as that is the image of ev : x× y
x → y
under the map ev∗. By definition of mapping spaces in over-categories the square above is actually
a homotopy pullback square. Thus it suffices to prove that the pullback of the diagram
mapE/y (x× z, y)
mapE(z, y
x) mapE(x × z, y)
ev∗◦x×−
≃
is a contractible space. In the previous paragraph we showed that the map ev∗ ◦ (x × −) is an
equivalence. Thus we only have to show that the space mapE/y (x × z, y) is contractible. But this
simply follows from the fact that idy is the final object in E/y . Hence the map x ×− : E→ E has
a right adjoint and we are done.

This theorem has following useful corollary.
Corollary 3.12. Let E be an EHT. Then all colimits that exists in E are universal.
The theorem above has an inverse statement. The statement and proof of this inverse statement
was suggested to me by Mike Shulman. Before we can prove it we have to review some concepts
from [Ra18b, Subsection 6.2].
In that subsection we use a technique to construct a simplicial object out of a map. Concretely,
we have following definition.
Definition 3.13. [Ra18b, Definition 6.20] Let C be a locally Cartesian closed category. For every
map p : E → B in C there exists a Segal object N(p)• such that
N(p)0 = B
N(p)1 ≃ [B × E → B ×B]
[E×B→B×B]
where N(p)1 is an internal mapping object in C/B×B.
This simplicial object satisfies following important result.
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Lemma 3.14. [Ra18b, Lemma 6.19] Let p : E → B be a map in a locally Cartesian closed higher
category C. Let Sp be the collection of maps that can be obtained by a pullback of p. Then there is
an equivalence
C/N(p)k ≃ (C
F (1))
Sp
k
for each k > 1.
We will use these definitions and results in the next proof.
Theorem 3.15. Let E be a locally Cartesian closed category, and let S be classified by the universe
US. Then there exists a CSU UˆS• such that Uˆ
S
0 = U
S.
Proof. As US is a universe there exists a universal map pS : (U
S)∗ → U
S . Notice in this case S
is exactly the class of maps that can be obtained via pullback of pS. Using the results of [Ra18b,
Subsection 6] we get a Segal object N(pS) = Uˆ
S
• such that Uˆ
S
0 = U
S . We will prove that this
simplicial object is a CSU.
By assumption of a universe we know that
E/UˆS
0
≃ E/US ≃ ((E
F (1))S)0
Moreover, by the lemma above we have
E/UˆSk
≃ ((EF (1))S)k
Thus UˆS• represents the Cartesian fibration (E
F (1))S , which means it is a CSU. 
This theorem results in following very important classification result for an EHT.
Theorem 3.16. A higher category E is an EHT if and only if it satisfies the following conditions.
(1) It has finite limits and colimits.
(2) It has a subobject classifier Ω.
(3) It is locally Cartesian closed.
(4) For every map f there exists a closed class of morphisms S that includes f and is classified
by a universe US.
Proof. Let E be an EHT. Then E is locally Cartesian closed by Theorem 3.11 and has sufficient
universes according to Corollary 3.7. This proves one side.
On the other side, let us assume that E satisfies the four conditions stated above. In order to
show it is an EHT we have to prove it has enough CSU’s. Let f be a map in E, then there exist
a class of morphisms S and a universe US . By the previous theorem, there exists a CSU UˆS• such
that UˆS0 = U
S . Thus f is classified by the CSU UˆS• . 
Remark 3.17. This axiomatization of an elementary higher topos was introduced by Mike Shulman
[Sh17]. The result above shows that the definition of an elementary higher topos in this section
agrees with the definition suggested by Shulman.
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Remark 3.18. There is one subtlety that can arise when comparing this definition to the one of
Shulman and I wanted to thank Valery Isaev for making me aware of this issue. In Theorem 3.16
we only assumed that the class of maps S is closed under finite colimits and limits (Definition 3.4),
whereas in definitions similar to [Sh17] it is often assumed that S is also closed under exponentiation,
meaning that (C/−)
S is not only finitely complete and cocomplete but also Cartesian closed.
If we want Definition 3.5 to be equivalent to that condition then we have to adjust condition (4)
of that definition in the following way:
4’ For every map f there exists a closed class of morphisms S that includes f and is classified
by a CSU US• such that the map U
S
1 → U
S
0 × U
S
0 is in S.
Remark 3.19. The result above can be thought of as an internal analogue to the classical local vs.
global definition of mappings. In higher category theory we can define morphisms in two ways:
(1) Global: We can define a collection that we consider our morphisms and then we specify
maps to objects that give us the source and target. This approach is used when we define
complete Segal spaces or quasi-categories.
(2) Local: We can define for any two objects a specific collection of morphisms. This approach
is used when we define simplicial categories or topological categories.
One important result in higher category theory is that these two ways of specifying our morphisms
are equivalent. Thus whenever we have global data, we can “break it down” into local pieces and
when have local data we can “bundle them up” to a global definition. This for example is made
precise with the (C, N) equivalence in [Lu09, Definition 1.1.5.5].
This section gives us an internal version of this result. We can think of internal mapping objects
in a local way, which is exactly the condition for being locally Cartesian closed or we can take a
global approach by using complete Segal universes. The theorem above then shows that these two
ways of defining internal mapping objects coincide.
3.5 Elementary Higher Topos and Descent. Having gained a basic understanding of EHT
we can now compare it to higher toposes.
Remark 3.20. Recall that we only assumed that E has finite colimits and not all small colimits.
Theorem 3.21. If E is an EHT then E satisfies descent for all colimit diagrams that exist in E.
Proof. This directly follows from previous results as the descent condition is equivalent to
(1) Colimits being universal (Corollary 3.12).
(2) Having sufficient universes (Corollary 3.7).

Having proven that E satisfies descent we can now prove the connection between EHT and a
higher topos.
Proposition 3.22. A presentable higher category X is a higher topos if and only if it is an EHT.
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Proof. By the theorem above if X is an EHT then it satisfies descent. By [Lu09, Theorem 6.1.0.1]
every presentable higher category with descent is a higher topos. On the other hand if X is a higher
topos, then it satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 3.16. Indeed, it has finite limits and colimits,
has a subobject classifier, is locally Cartesian closed and has universes. 
3.6 Elementary Higher Topos vs. Elementary Topos. In this subsection we study the
relation between elementary higher toposes and elementary toposes.
Proposition 3.23. Let E be an EHT. Then the subcategory of 0-truncated objects τ≤0(E) is an
elementary topos.
Proof. We already showed that E is locally Cartesian closed and has a subobject classifier. This
implies that τ≤0(E) is also locally Cartesian closed and has a subobject classifier, which means
Ho(E) is an elementary topos. 
Example 3.24. The category of spaces is an EHT. The subcategory of 0-truncated objects is
equivalent to the category of sets, which is an elementary topos.
The other side does not hold.
Example 3.25. The category Set is an elementary topos, however it is not an EHT. We can see
this by noticing that Set does not satisfy descent, which is the content of Example 1.26.
Remark 3.26. There are two more questions we can ask ourselves about the relation between an
elementary topos and elementary higher topos:
(1) Is every elementary topos the subcategory category of an elementary higher topos?
(2) Is there a non-trivial example of an elementary topos that is also an elementary higher
topos?
There is evidence that the answer to both questions is negative, but it definitely needs further
study.
3.7 Elementary Higher Topos and Univalence. In [Ra18b, Subsection 6] we defined uni-
valent maps in a locally Cartesian closed higher category. The goal of this subsection is to show
that we can classify univalent maps in an EHT and then use it to give another characterization of
a topos.
Lemma 3.27. Let E be an EHT and US• be a CSU. Then the universal fibration pS : (U
S
∗ )0 → U
S
0
is univalent.
Proof. According to [Ra18b, Definition 6.22] we need to prove that the simplicial object N(pS)•
constructed out of pS is a complete Segal object. However, in the proof of Theorem 3.16 we
showed that C/N(pS)• represents (E
F (1))S , which is a Cartesian fibration. Thus the simplicial object
representing it is also a complete Segal object. 
This Lemma tells as following about universes.
Theorem 3.28. The subcategory of OE generated by all universal maps is a poset.
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Proof. Every universal map is univalent. According to [Ra18b, Theorem 6.28] the subcategory of
univalent maps is a poset. Thus the full subcategory of universal map is also a poset. 
Theorem 3.29. Let E be an EHT. A map f : x→ y is univalent if and only if any classifying map
χS : y → U
S is mono.
Proof. Let S be a class of map that includes f and is classified by the CSU US• . Then there exists
a pullback diagram
x (US0 )∗
y US0
f
p
pS
χf
By the lemma above pS is univalent. Thus by Theorem [Ra18b, Theorem 6.27] f is univalent if
and only if χf is mono.

Remark 3.30. Notice the theorem does not depend on the choice of universe US as the collection
of universes form a poset.
Remark 3.31. In [Ra18b, Proposition 6.39] we showed that we can already classify all mono univalent
maps in an elementary topos using the subobject classifier. However, we also showed that there
are non mono univalent maps that cannot be classified this way [Ra18b, Example 6.42]. The result
above shows that an elementary higher topos is a suitable generalization as it allows us to classify
all univalent maps.
This result suggests a third way to define an EHT, by using the language of univalence.
Theorem 3.32. A higher category E is an EHT if and only if it satisfies the following conditions:
(1) E has finite limits and colimits.
(2) E has a subobject classifier.
(3) E is locally Cartesian closed.
(4) For each map f : x→ y there exists a univalent map p : U∗ → U and a pullback square
x U∗
y U
f
p
p
Proof. It suffices to prove that the last condition above is equivalent to the last condition in Theorem
3.16 as the other three conditions are the same.
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If f is classified by a universe US then the universal map pS : (U
S)∗ → U
S is univalent (Lemma
3.27). On the other side if f fits into the pullback above, then let S be the class of maps that are
the pullback of the map pS : U
S
∗ → U
S . By [Ra18b, Theorem 6.26] and the univalence condition
the map of right fibrations
E/US → O
S
E
is an equivalence, which means US is a universe. 
Remark 3.33. This way of characterizing an EHT is very similar to the language of homotopy type
theory. In particular, part of the axioms of homotopy type theory is the existence of sufficient
univalent universes, which is exactly captured by the last condition stated above [UF13, Subsection
2.10].
Summary and Future Directions
In this final section we summarize what we did up to here and point to some natural questions
that we can ask ourselves given what we have proven until now.
4.1 Summary. In the last section we introduced the notion of an elementary higher topos and
showed that we can look at it from different angles. Let us review some of the ways we can think
about a topos.
(1) Algebraic Topology: Algebraic topology focuses on the homotopy theory of spaces. It uses
features specific to spaces to develop various computational invariants and tools. For exam-
ple, the proof of the Freudenthal suspension theorem has led to the development of stable
homotopy theory and spectra.
In the last section we first showed that spaces are an elementary higher topos. More
importantly, we showed that every elementary higher topos satisfies the descent property,
which is the local-to-global principle crucial to the study spaces. We further backed this up
by showing that every higher topos is also an elementary higher topos.
(2) Topos Theory: Topos theory focuses on topos theoretic properties of categories and the
study of elementary toposes. In particular, we know that an elementary topos is locally
Cartesian closed, that every map has an epi-mono factorization or that we can classify every
left-exactly localization using Lawvere-Tierney topologies.
In the last section we showed that an elementary higher topos is always locally Cartesian
closed and satisfies the fundamental theorem of topos theory. More importantly, we showed
that we can even use locally Cartesian closed condition to define an elementary higher topos.
(3) Homotopy Type Theory: Homotopy type theory is a foundational approach to mathematics
that focuses on homotopy invariant structures. One of the central notions of homotopy
type theory is the existence of univalent universes. It enables us to prove classical facts
from homotopy theory in the setting of homotopy type theory. For example, we can use
univalence to compute the fundamental group of the circle [UF13, Subsection 8.1].
In the last section we showed how the notion of an object classifier is intimately related
to univalent maps and in particular how we even can use univalent maps to define an
elementary higher topos.
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4.2 Future Directions. The work up to here gives us motivation for the following statement:
An elementary higher topos is the specific class of higher categories that allows us to
use tools from algebraic topology and models homotopy type theory.
In other words an EHT should relate the following three branches of mathematics: algebraic
topology, topos theory and homotopy type theory.
Algebraic Topology: The goal is transfer as many algebraic topological tools from spaces to
the setting of an elementary higher topos. This will demarcate which results are specific to spaces
and which ones can be generalized. Concretely, this leads to following questions:
(I) Categorical Definition of Spaces: We can use the definition of an EHT to give an axiomatic
definition of the category of spaces. One goal is to use those axioms to construct non-
standard models of spaces.
(II) Blakers-Massey: One of the classical results of algebraic topology is the Blakers-Massey
theorem. We know the common version holds in a higher topos [Re05]. A much more
general version of Blakers-Massey has also been proven in [ABFJ17] in the context of any
higher topos. Thus the next natural question is to show it also holds in an EHT, using the
fact that the proof mainly relies on the descent condition.
(III) Factorization: One important result in the category of spaces is a factorization into n-
truncated and n-connected maps. The goal is to show we can use colimits to build this
factorization in an elementary higher topos. This is motivated by work of Rijke who has
shown this holds in the setting of homotopy type theory [Ri17].
Topos Theory: We know that many properties of an elementary topos carries over to an elemen-
tary higher topos, such as being locally Cartesian closed or having a subobject classifier. The next
question is to see whether other important properties of elementary toposes can also be generalized
to higher categories. This line of thinking leads to following questions:
(I) Colimits: In an elementary topos the existence of finite colimits follows from the other
axioms. It is unclear whether the same is true in the higher categorical setting, in particular
has finite colimits involve more structure in a higher category. Thus one interesting question
is to try to prove the existence of finite colimits or at least finite coproducts in a locally
Cartesian closed higher category with subobject classifier and universes.
(II) Localizations: Localizations of higher toposes are difficult to characterize given the amount
of data that is involved. However, in elementary toposes the subobject classifier allows us
to define Lawvere-Tierney topologies classify all localizations. The goal is to use universes
in elementary higher toposes to generalize those topologies to the higher categorical setting.
Homotopy Type Theory: Homotopy type theory is an axiomatic approach to mathematics. In
order to gain a better understanding of this theory we construct models. By constructing various
models we can tell what kind of results we can prove using the axioms of homotopy type theory
and which ones are independent. While we do have some models [KL12], classifying all of them is
difficult, which is mainly because of the univalence axiom. In relation to homotopy type theory we
can ask ourselves following questions:
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(I) Univalence in an EHT: In the previous section we showed how we can classify univalent
maps in an elementary higher topos. The goal is to use this classification to transfer proofs
from homotopy type theory to elementary higher toposes. For example we can try to
compute homotopy groups of spheres in an elementary higher topos.
(II) Models of Homotopy Type Theory: The goal is to use the theory of EHT’s to construct new
models of homotopy type theory. Concretely, [Ka15] shows how to build locally Cartesian
closed higher categories out of certain type theories. The goal is to study the work there
and show that the existence of univalent universes in the type theory implies that the
corresponding higher category is actually an EHT.
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